noting that "the 'hard' disciplines" -the sciences and science studieshad by and large held themselves apart from the political and theoretical movements common across other academic fields. "STS did take on the hard bastion of objectivity," they explained, "transforming Euro-American sociology, history, and philosophy. However, much of the mythos of the Western origin stories of science and rationality, while being demolished in theory, manifested itself in practice, in a locational focus on EuroAmerican spaces of science" (Philip et al., 2012, p. 6 (Pollock & Subramaniam, 2016, p. 952) (Park, 2016, p. 40) . When it comes to computing, to use the terms of Marxist critique, the technical "base" and the culturalaesthetic "superstructure" cannot be cleanly separated.
Linguistic imperialism materializes in optical character recognition (OCR) software that is slower and less accurate -or that fails entirelyfor so-called "special characters" including Asian scripts, multilingual Beyond invention and design, postcolonial and decolonial analyses can be applied at every stage of the global computing supply chain:
physical resource extraction, information extraction in the emerging paradigm of "data colonialism," low-wage electronics manufacture and low-wage digital labor, pirate assembly, e-waste, pollution, and environmental justice. Digital colonialism also manifests in the interlacing of computing and everyday life, from digital border control to automated weaponry to Airbnb-enabled racism to the spillover between virtual and physical harassment.
Narrow stories of heroic ICT invention -limited to predictable regions and elite actors or corporations -often fail to weigh the significance of political economy, law, and (inter)national policy. Scientific knowledge production can also be expanded or re-situated by calling attention to information transfer and idea theft, historical misattribution, and "peripheral" digital practices (see Anita Say Chan, in this roundtable), or by emphasizing labor, maintenance, and repair rather than invention.
Many postcolonial STS scholars foreground the ways people take advantage of technology: how they domesticate, personalize, and interpret the electronic artifacts they come by; how ICTs are appropriated or put to unintended purposes, from improvisation to creative misuse to outright remaking. Others underscore the prevalence of resistance, refusal, abandonment, and non-use.
From social media to digital databases, ICTs are equally present in the ongoing project of decolonization, playing significant roles in activism and scholarly criticism. But tools of computing and telecommunication were built to employ us, treating us as the "human factor" in technical networks at once dense and extensive. To enroll computing in the project of decolonization, the devices that occupy so much of our time must equally preoccupy our research and inquiry.
